
Above
The first building I climbed was Sandra's house, when I was twelve. I crawled up on the siding, 

treading metal to the gutter, and then pulled myself onto the roof. It wasn't easy, but while I was 

sweating, I wasn't scared. Strange, considering how unprepared I was in shorts, sandals, and a baseball 

cap. The place was only two stories, but the eaves had a sharp slope. I probably only made it because 

the trees had dusted every surface in coarse pollen. On a damper day, I'd have fallen flat on my ass.

Why did I do it? The same reason my dad, Chris, left her, I guess; living under someone else's 

demands, someone else's ideas of how high you can reach, can keep a guy too grounded. And I never 

liked being grounded. When I heard the word used about electricity years later, while my dad was 

discussing storm conduction towers (something to do with his job managing the industrial plant), I 

realized that was just how I felt every time Sandra locked my Game Boy in her beauty cabinet and 

made me go to my room, whether it was for getting caught watching the adult TV channels or 

embarrassing her in front of her friends. A vulnerable rod, just bracing for the lightning.

It was a surprise, then, when Sandra didn't run outside and scream me down, or even call my 

name in curiosity. I just sat there, watching the cars speed downtown under a thick summer sun. After 

half an hour, I climbed down and never told her what happened. It was like a nap's dream—swift, 

silent, and free. But also strange. It's been so long, but I think what first attracted me was the 

uniqueness of it. As far as I was concerned, only I knew this roof, this exact view, the grit of the tiles on 

my heels. I was confident, but I wouldn't have been if Sandra were up there. Maybe even Dad.

An old English scientist once believed that the higher one's body was from the ground, the drier the air 

was that he breathed, and so the more intelligent he would be. He considered children simple-minded 

because they were closer to the ground, while alcohol caused idiocy by making the brain “wet.”

He had it backwards, though; up here, it's rarely dry. At dawn, wet, plush mist descends over 

everything, and a stonewashed sky bleeds the buildings and air together. At sunset, everything melts 

into light and dark, and the people heading home spill long, black patches in front of themselves. 

Meanwhile, I'm thinking about more than ever: ancient history, world culture, rocket science, 

astronomy—and that was just this morning. I still get service on my phone (better service, in fact), and 

I can look up whatever doesn't just come to mind. I set aside one night to map out the constellations, 

then compared the results to a star chart on my phone. I couldn't understand how the Greeks saw 

Hercules, but the Big Dipper wasn't hard to find. There's supposed to be a meteor shower next week, so 

that should be cool, too. Hypothetically, if one of them made impact—or a whole cluster, raining 



freezing fire and splattering rubble on everyone—I think it'd look pretty astounding at this angle. I 

mean, I've looked for videos with aerial views of space debris hitting Earth, and no-one's captured it.

Above anything, it's the serenity of the place. The wind whistles by, the rain forces me under a 

yellow poncho on occasion, and the shouts of students whirl up into my head at most hours, but it's not 

about serenity of the ears, or of the skin. It's about serenity of the body as a whole. I'm taking a grand 

construction of brick and rebar, something anybody else passes with confusion or reverence, and 

dominating it—reaching the top how I decide. A creation for so many petty means—money, power, 

production, art—is now mine for one means only: a means to an end. The end is serenity. I wish 

anybody else understood that, but then I wouldn't be up here alone if they did.

Based on the theory of relativity, there exists a phenomenon called time dilation. In layman’s terms, 

this refers to the fact that stronger gravity results in slower time—like with a black hole. It's been 

proven as a result that the higher an object is from the ground, the faster it experiences time. That 

doesn't make any sense, though. If my past is further away than the past of everybody in that crowd by 

the library (they all look my age), then why can I still remember all the little things?

I was fifteen when I first researched “climbing buildings,” and read that what I did was called 

buildering. By then, I'd already mounted three school portables, the Methodist church's steeple, the 

grocery store, and Dad's triple-decker house. Usually at night and always by myself. It was on my 

sixteenth birthday, when I knocked over a dying tree en route to the neighbor's roof (hey, they were on 

vacation), that she discovered my “hobby.” A red-faced tongue-lashing ensued, and from then on, when 

she and Dad met over small coffees—or talked on the phone—my continued disregard for her warnings 

always found a way to brand the conversation as hers, not theirs. Like this one thing about me had 

finally given her the symbol she needed to explain what a destructive influence my father was.

“He's doing something active, Sandra,” he once whispered, at the door to pick me up. “Would 

you prefer he sat inside all day?” Back at his place, though, he sat us down on the living room couch 

and tried to explained the situation; how what I was doing was “neat,” but still illegal. “And even if it 

wasn't, your mother...” He sighed and ran a hand through his thinning brown hair, some of which came 

back as his fingers withdrew. I could tell he was struggling, but I could also tell how that thought 

ended: Have fun, son, but it's my ass if you get hurt.

I loved my dad, but I didn't care. I had an identity, however small, a rush of affirmation that the 

Art Club or the basketball team, or any of the other groups Sandra coerced me into joining the minute 

sophomore year started, couldn't provide. “You need to be finding something normal for a boy your 

age,” she claimed. “Not giving your mother a goddamn heart attack every other weekend!”



So I played along to her rules, as usual; I listened in class, read my textbooks, and went to the 

pep rallies. Still, no numbered jersey or group photo could give me a sense of accomplishment, as long 

as it was cushioned in a blanket of cheap gestures, hoops to jump through. That's what choked me, 

what I felt clear like a headache whenever I rose to my feet amidst chimneys and satellite dishes—

insincerity. The little social touches from some delicate brush, making sure nobody ever had to fall at 

the same time as it dared them to; the forced handshakes, the how-are-yous and so-sorry-to-hear-thats.

So every night, in-between Sandra popping her head into my room to make sure I was doing 

homework, I'd keep a separate internet window to find out as much as I could about buildering—or 

“urban climbing.” A mountaineer, Geoffrey Young, had been the first to catalog the activity in the late 

19th century. Starting in 1905, Harry Gardiner climbed hundreds of buildings, and then George Polley 

climbed thousands. But the most famous of them all was Dan Goodwin, and when his picture slowly 

loaded, I saw was a man who was ageless. The Sears Tower, the World Trade Center, the CN Tower: he 

was a building who climbed buildings.

Sure, these men—and they were all men—would sometimes use suction 

cups or hooks to reach their goals, but every one of them had also done it with 

nothing but their hands and feet. And they climbed alone.

Don't get me wrong, I had friends: there was Lyle West, who brought a box of 

videogames covering a stack of Playboys whenever he came over, and Josh 

Robbins, with those giant headphones. Once high school was underway, I 

remember that afternoon I met Sam Stephenson as clear as if it had been this 

one. He sat down next to me on the gym bleachers the first day of P.E. He 

looked furious at first, then laughed and slapped the plastic seat.

“What are you in for?” he asked.

I was staring at the rafters, wondering who went up there to clean, and 

where there the door was to do so. I didn't even realize he was talking to me at 

first, or what he meant. I guess the information took a while to sink in, because when I mumbled 

“swearing,” he started laughing again.

“How about you?” I asked back.

“I elbowed the point guard in the dick,” he replied.

There was another awkward silence. But then he was laughing again, and this time I joined in. I 

don't know how long two people have to laugh together to make it certain they become friends, but 

whatever the duration was, we passed it and then some.



From then on, Sam and I were more or less responsible for helping each-other through the 

remainder of our teenage days. We had our differences—I never adopted his love of horror movies and 

he never adopted my love of classical music—but we were otherwise as good as two halves of a whole. 

During the Fourth of July, his mom was at a candle party, my dad was watching a football game with 

some guys from the plant, and Sam and I were in ski caps and parkas, up on the hill behind his house 

firing off Roman candles and then chasing down the debris.

I didn't stop buildering, though; I climbed the theater, the sports depot, and then Sam's house 

when I crashed there for New Year's. I had a system down: insulated coat, thin-soled trainers, and—

unless it was freezing—no gloves. And never any tools; I might as well have stayed on the ground with 

that stuff.  Don't even think of calling it suicidal. Suicide would've been spending those nights in my 

room, dicking around in message boards to the sound of Sandra whining to her friend about the dent 

Dad's cardiologist appointments put in her alimony. I decided that if I was going to die, there was no 

better way to do it than aspiring to rise. To get high enough that I didn't have to endure listening to the 

same stupid shit over and over.

A funny thing about memories: they're just like the rest of the body. Weak, prone to sway; you can 

influence them, exert pressure, but they'll start going their own way in time. Moments you wish you 

could remember mold over and ones you wish you could forget stick around. For example, I can't 

remember the last time some random kid shouted up at me, or when the running story on my condition 

last updated on the local paper's website. Another helicopter will probably be showing up soon. I'll bet 

that last bastard thought he was better than me, a hundred feet higher; let's see him do it without a gas-

guzzling chunk of metal to hold his hand. If I could've lugged some firepower up here, I'd have brought 

that meteor shower down ahead of schedule.

It was the beginning of senior year when Sam moved. Lyle and Josh made sure we gave him a proper 

send-off: pizza, competitive gaming, and alcohol from their fathers' liquor cabinets. There in Sam's 

basement, surrounded by testosterone and nostalgia, was where I had my first vodka. And my second. I 

closed my eyes with every shot, not so much for the wrenching bite as to block out the faces in my 

mind's eye: Dad, who never took anything harder than red wine, and Sandra, who would blame him if 

she knew while secretly thinking what a waste of money 20-proof was.

You might think it was drugs that got me where I am now, but you'd be wrong. I never needed 

that escape when I had buildering. But that didn't mean I never climbed drunk. I regretted that night—

two years ago, almost exactly—for a while, and then I didn't, and then I started regretting it again. 



Because that was the night I met Alicia.

Graduation passed, and then I was in a holding pattern for summer, applying to colleges during 

the day while Sandra and Dad sparred by phone in the den. “He's never had a job, Chris,” she snapped 

one evening. “And he's never going to get anywhere if you keep giving him handouts.”

“What do you want me to do?” he snapped back. “Cut off my son and have him work at 

Starbucks so you can feel better about drawing unemployment?” He coughed, a hacking burst that 

came through as an explosion of static. “You know I can afford it.”

So I was spending even less time in the house. Not that Sandra noticed, despite claiming that a 

watchful eye gave her leverage over Dad. My buildering goals grew more unique, more risky. It wasn't 

that I missed high school, but if society's idea of “moving on up” was to reduce my ambitions to a 

cover letter and making sure my tie matched my pants, then it was time to expand my horizons my way. 

At one point, I took on two structures in a week: a crane from the burgeoning mall and a rollercoaster 

from the county fair. As always, I jogged to my destination in the night, but somehow, it was only when 

I'd get to the summit that became aware people were already meant to see out from the top of those 

things. So I didn't even feel good afterward; it had become like rushed masturbation.

I think it was that disappointment, the fear I was going to start just digging a new rut, that drove 

me to drink that night. I was on the way back from the grad party at Lyle's when I spotted what 

instantly became my target: a TV studio's broadcast tower. As I gripped the first cross-brace, sharp, 

sour puffs of air flew into the twilight sky ahead of me. I had to catch my breath! I laughed, then got a 

little angry. One leg up and the other arm up, and then I was off the ground. Back and forth, my limbs 

worked through the metal grid. There wouldn't be much room at the top, but I could stand. I was a 

quarter of the way there when my fingers, shaking from cold and Mad Dog, ran up against a strut. My 

whole body stung, my shoe slipped, and I fell.

My back pounded the grass. I tried to gasp, but I'd knocked the wind out of myself. My 

immediate fear was that I was paralyzed, and I'd end up grounded for good. That was when I heard a 

bark, and turned my head. On the sidewalk, a girl with short black hair was holding a basset hound's 

leash, squinting at me. I flailed my arms, relieved they were functioning.

The girl and dog ran over to where I lay sprawled. “Oh, shit, are you alright?” she said. I 

nodded yes, then no. “Here, let me help you up.” She extended a gloved hand, and I was pulled to my 

feet. “That's kind of a weird thing to be doing this time of night,” she said. She sounded concerned, for 

her safety as well as mine. I shrugged. She smirked. “I guess it's better than getting wasted.”

She didn't realize my stupor was more from alcohol than the fall. Or if she did, she didn't think 

it was worth rubbing in my face. From anybody else, especially in my current state, I'd have told them 



to piss off with their false sympathy, but there was a lightness to her tone that tempered my tongue. 

“Yeah, well, you're walking your dog at... real late.” It sounded like a good response at the time.

She regarded the hound. “He only wants to go out when it's getting dark.” She laughed. “I think 

there's something wrong with him.”

“I'm Corey,” I said abruptly. My stomach lurched.

“Alicia,” she said, her irises wide under the waxing moon.

Things get a little a blurry after that, but I know she walked me back to Sandra's. We must have 

exchanged numbers, because we were texting by the end of the week.

“Please! come down!!!” That's what the message I just got reads. I'd 

deleted the number from my phone, but I still recognize it. I snap 

another picture of the sky: a plane is overhead, contrail washing out 

into the blue. Two helicopters now. I send the picture in reply. Across 

the highway, sirens ring out.

I can't recall the day Alicia and I officially became a couple, the same 

as I can't recall the day I officially heard about Dad's cancer diagnosis. 

If I'd known what “metastasis” or “health insurance declined” meant 

when I first buildered Sandra's place that one bored afternoon, maybe I would've stayed up there 

instead. But no—it was a matter of construction, a finished reality that could only gain clarity after 

little pieces were put together: a glance here, a whisper there, and then an overall sensation secured to 

the back of my mind. Dad's condition was what they called an “occupational hazard;” the years he'd 

spent managing the city's last major factory had lined his lungs as much as his wallet. The odds were in 

his favor, the doctors told me, but I heard less of those motivations as time passed. Or maybe I just 

didn't ask because I was afraid of what I'd hear. After all, I just kept thinking that lung cancer was 

supposed to happen to the grunts, the nine-to-fivers with messy beards and hard hats. Not Dad, in his 

top floor office with a bay window.

As for Alicia, needless to say, we started seeing each-other a lot more. I took her places: to the 

mini-golf course, fancy restaurants, the theater. It was a weird feeling, watching a manly action hero 

clinging to the window of a skyscraper on the enormous screen, one arm around Alicia and the other in 

a box of Junior Mints, and looking up to know that I had paced the roof of the very building we sat 

inside. It wasn't a mystery, a dangerous uncertainty I had to accept—I knew that roof now. It was 

reverse exhibitionism; the rush of seeing what no-one else did, and having not been seen myself.



When Alicia and I got accepted to the same college—a fairly prestigious university a short bus 

ride away from our neighborhood—it was the happiest we'd ever been together. Neither of us was quite 

ready to cohabitate, but that didn't stop us from keeping close quarters; three blocks away from her 

apartment, I signed on to a dorm by the architecture hall.

As scholarship went, architecture enraptured me; because I had spent so much time getting to 

know buildings, sure, but it still seemed like the perfect discipline. Why? Because every problem could 

be traced. In English and Chemistry and Art, when a problem arises, people can point to this book or 

that equation, but there will always be times when they throw up their hands and say “Who knows?” 

Not in architecture. If a wooden brace is askew, you follow it back to where it was bolted into its 

complement, and if that one looks straight, then you go to the floorboard, and the foundation beneath. A 

web of missteps, corrections needed, unfolds along with the past. There will never be a consequence or 

stupid quirk that simply hangs in the air like a bad smell. It's ironic, really; people can act unnaturally, 

build up rules and then completely lose it, but an office building has nothing to hide.

Of course, you have to see a construction first to know what it has to show you, and it wasn't 

until Alicia and I toured the campus that I saw the towers. I was busy eying the heights of the 

auditorium and dean's building when, as we neared the end of the esplanade, I suddenly saw them: two 

brick rectangles, shooting out of the middle of the quad. They dwarfed even the flagpole across the 

way, and everything else in sight. What were they for? They weren't buildings, per se; they had no 

windows or doors, and were only about eight feet to a side. A squat stairway descended between them.

As we reached the pair's base, I craned my neck to gaze up their length. The perimeter of each 

one's top was rimmed with thin bird spikes. Alicia giggled and gave me a peck on the cheek. “Oh, don't 

even think about it! I don't need to start college with my boyfriend turned into a pancake.” She could 

say this on account of me having confessed my buildering habit to her just the other night. It was no big 

deal—at least, that that was my intent in telling her. To make it a not-big-deal, because I wanted to 

believe it could mean what it did to me for someone else. She replied she did the same thing when she 

was young, showed me pictures of her climbing jungle gyms and park benches, mountain ranges with 

family. But it wasn't the same. When my hands finally slapped against roofing tiles or a concrete ledge, 

my mind didn't flash with bright visions of how beautiful the view would look, or whether anyone 

would take a picture. Did everything honestly have to be cataloged and rose-tinted?

She didn't understand, and so I did think of it. I thought about the towers during freshman 

homeroom, while walking back to my dorm, and while studying for midterms and then finals. It wasn't 

that they were such tall, simple structures, but that the gaps was just enough that I knew I could brace 

myself and shimmy up to the top. It was like they were meant to be climbed, and yet not. I asked 



around once, and it turns out they're air shafts for a parking garage. I didn't care what they were meant 

for, though—the minute I'd builder them, my meaning would be all that mattered. Some mornings, I'd 

get out of bed early and go outside just to watch the sun rise, transform the towers from obsidian 

chunks to gleaming pillars. I'd play over climbing them in my head like a sexual fantasy. Even when 

Alicia and I did have sex, I thought of those towers. Even in the haze of my freshly-lost “innocence” 

(as Sandra would hypocritically call it), I knew I'd feel unsatisfied until I climbed them. But somehow, 

I also knew it had to wait. My sobriety, my virginity—those were expendable. This was near sacred.

The theorist Michel Foucault posited the concept of a panopticon, a 

circular prison in which an elevated guard can observe everyone, even if 

the opposite is not the case. The guard leaves, but uncertainty of still being 

judged keeps the inmates in line. Nice concept, but I'm thinking of calling 

Foucault to tell him his guard should make sure no-one can talk to him.

Another call shakes my phone. I don't lift my head, but just raise it to my 

prone ear. Click. “Son,” says the voice. A feminine sob. “Son, I know 

you're upset about a lot of things right now, but I want you to know that—”

I hung up. Rather, I pressed the facsimile of a button on a plastic screen 

that severed my connection to another cellular telephone. See? Up here, 

everything's so straightforward. I could've not answered, but then they 

might think I'm dead. I just wanted her to know that I can talk. But I'd like 

to think I'm above something so petty and hollow as speech by now.

I've got to take a leak again. My joints pop as I rise, unzip, and urinate through the wire mesh 

beneath me, into misty oblivion. “Hey, a lemonade stand!” some stoner hollers. Impulsively, I raise a 

shaky middle finger in his direction. How's that for a skyscraper?

I must have passed on buildering to Alicia like an STD: same strain, different reaction. For her, it was 

travel all of a sudden: she signed on to three ethnic student groups, then changed the background on her 

blog to an atlas and started doing her hair with chopsticks. Just as Fall quarter was wrapping up, we 

were sharing a beanbag in my dorm when Alicia said she was going to France for the break.

“For real?” I said, rustling her hair. “So... wait, you're going to celebrate Christmas there?”

“Why not? I've got relatives in Paris, anyway. I thought I told you that.”

I failed to summon a memory of her even mentioning France. “That's right,” I grinned.

The thing is, she wasn't going with me, but a few of her friends. I wasn't offended, because hey, 



I'd done the same thing—for every night I slept at Alicia's, there was one where I passed out in Lyle's 

frat, or went to the neighboring university to hang with Josh.

But still: Alicia in France, atop the Eiffel Tower, atop the Arch de Triomphe. Me here. I ran the 

images over in my head as I sat at Dad's bedside in the hospital. He was bald from the chemo, and his 

cheeks were sinking. He asked how school was going, how Alicia was, and—with a relieving flicker of 

jest—whether I'd climbed any good buildings lately. I always laughed the question off, not because of 

Sandra's stern glance from across the room, but because I hadn't. In-between my studies and Alicia, the 

most I'd climbed in months was a set of stairs. Sandra did a bad job of hiding how many times she 

checked her watch, but I guess I did a bad job of hiding that I was staring at the IV drip or TV most of 

the time. I just couldn't bear to look at my father the way he was. I talk about this as if it were another 

solitary incident, but that's what every week was like; every time it sounded like Dad would get the all-

clear, a new test result would come back saying that he should definitely continue his stay.

My stomach rumbles; I ran out of food two days ago. I sit up and fumble through my bag until I find a 

bottle of water. Cracking the seal, I sip carefully. A police officer, or somebody who thinks they have 

the authority of one, projects his reedy voice with a bullhorn. “If you do not come down within five 

minutes,” he continues, “we will take measures to remove you!” Yeah, good luck with that. They've got 

a cherry picker, but it can't reach this high.

I tried perspective, I did. No matter what life hit me with, it always whispered afterward that I could 

throw a dart at a globe and stick a whole country that had it twice as bad. But while I heard people talk 

about “the big picture,” it started to occur to me that nobody questioned who painted that picture. The 

ones who legitimately care about others, or the ones who let others stew in mediocrity while they live 

happily? You can't tell them apart on sight. When I started buildering again—the Native American 

history museum, the aquarium, the train station—I didn't see some humbling microcosm. It was more 

like standing over a scale model of a town instead of sticking my face right in it; it was still a farce, but 

now I could see the precise seams and boundaries of its pretension, its desperate facade. 

And like a chipped model, there would come the nagging sense something was flawed in my 

life, as if I'd been born into a defective existence. It happened after Dad's divorce, his diagnosis, but it 

stayed calm until December. I 'd just kissed Alicia farewell by the bus that would take her to the airport, 

and even amongst my roommates, I felt an unprecedented isolation. So I decided I'd text Sam 

Stephenson. I'd done this every so often since Sam moved; we'd promised to keep in touch and did, 

until a few months later, when he disappeared online and stopped taking calls. But I kept reaching out, 



hoping maybe there was just something wrong with his phone.

“Let's hear it for winter break!” I typed. Send.  A minute later, my phone jingled.

Incoming message: “Lol sure, whoever this is!”

Now, I knew Sam had my number. “Corey. Wait, who's this?”

“Shaw Pearson” was the reply. Who? “Do you know Sam Stephenson?”

“Haha Who doesnt?”

“What?”

“He burned down a trailer home with fireworks, just turned 18 got sent to jail”

I tossed my phone on the table. I thought this guy was screwing with me, or had a different Sam 

in mind, but when I Googled his name and the town he moved to, there he was in a courtroom, attorney 

by his side. The article was dated over a year ago, and this was the first I'd heard of it. Where was Sam 

when he got arrested, or had his hearing—even just calling to say “hey, wanna go have some fun?” 

What bothered me more than those questions wasn't that he did it, but that I never got to watch.

Two weeks later, I was walking across campus when Alicia called. “Hi!” I said.

“Hey!” she said. I picked up on a strange hesitance in her voice.

“What's... up? How's France?” My hand trembled for a second; I sat down on the nearest bench.

“Oh, it's good! Good. I just wanted to talk to you about something.”

“Sure!” I was smiling way too broadly for not talking in person. Why was my heart pounding?

“Well, I guess we kind of went our separate ways after the bus station. And I got to being here, 

with the city, with everybody, and—and I realized I kind of didn't miss you as much as I thought I 

would. So I was thinking we should just... be friends.”

My chest felt like an imploded house. My mouth was open, but no sound was coming out. “Oh. 

Oh, that's... okay. I was—you know, I had been kind of thinking the same thing.” I don't know why the 

last complete sentence I ever said to her was a complete lie. Maybe it wasn't, but I can't remember the 

rest of the conversation. I knew it wouldn't be the kind of memory worth building.

The next day, Sandra called. Dad had died in his sleep.

Seven bottles of water. A box of food bars. A solar phone charger and my phone. Change of clothes; all 

in a gym bag. I pushed through the dorm's doors, the key to reenter left inside my desk drawer.

The towers—my towers—stood stark and defiant against the starry sky. I walked down through 

the stairs between them for the first time, and it was like I had entered a new life, been reborn. And yet 

it was like I was dying, because my life flashed before my eyes, but just a single scene. I was nine, and 

in this narrow hallway in Dad's house—our house—I found out I could put a foot on each wall, a hand 



above them, and sidle down the hall without touching the floor. One evening, I moved into their 

bedroom like this in my PJs, poked my head around the bend, and called “Hi!”

Mom and Dad (back when that was what I wanted to call them) were in bed, and Mom 

shrieked. She started laughing. “It's the human spider!” She cried, pointing.

“Whoa,” Dad chuckled. “I'm going to have to start watching corners now!” When I moved up 

until I met the ceiling, Mom clapped and Dad cheered. The higher I went, the happier they were.

A hand to the left, the right. The cool grit of the brick invited my fingertips. I slammed my palms 

against the wall. I bent my knees and brought my feet, arced my ankles to place just the toe-tips of my 

trainers in a mortar groove. A tensing of muscles, the tug of the bag strapped to my shoulders, a rush of 

blood to the head—liftoff. Back and forth, one palm higher, the same leg, a short rest, and then the 

opposite. The buildings around the quad—Music, Art, Communications—were turning from tall 

facades to toy models. It was the longest single climb I ever made.

Where the towers peaked, so did the bird spikes. Biting my lip, I slammed my hands down on 

the edge, aiming my fingers between the blades. I got most of them. I lifted myself up, shredding my 

coat as I did. I ripped the strips off, wrapped them around my bleeding fingers, and nudged off the bag. 

I lay on my back. I think I slept for eight hours, which is healthy.

The Zoroastrians of Tibet practice a ritual known as sky burial. In this procedure, a dead body is placed 

on an elevated platform away from its former home and left to degrade in the open air. Birds flock to 

cuts carved in the flesh and expedite the process. They believe this allows the body to leave the world 

as it entered: naturally. A spectacle, but private.

And you know what? That's it, right there. I came up here two weeks ago because I thought it 

would make the world better—not everybody's world, though, just mine. I thought I could rise above 

the bullshit. It was a stupid thought, but then I guess I've always been stupid guy, thinking climbing 

buildings would solve all my problems. Now I get it, though. I'm the one who had it all backwards. I'm 

here to be surrounded by everybody and do nothing, here to give the folks a one-man show. To become 

a straight piece of wood in a warped house, one piece in this big, unnatural nature.

I roll onto my side and peer over the edge. There's Alicia, grasping a friend Julia. There's Lyle 

and Josh. They've both got girlfriends. Sam is gone. Dad is gone. But there's Sandra—and who the hell 

is that she's holding hands with?

The birds can't get to me, but neither can the people. Maybe this is what they call limbo, that 

stage between life and death, when you have to decide whether it's worth it to keep climbing, or just 



drop and call it good. I can make it back down, but my muscles are tired, and the bricks will be rough. 

And the edge is faster.


